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Understanding the impact of Coronavirus 
on the Video & Mobile Gaming industry



Awareness Panic Adaptation Reflection Readjustment

Context: Understanding how society responds to a pandemic

Confirmed cases of 

the virus remain low

Cases begin to 

increase exponentially

Measures help to 

flatten the curve 

Cases reduce due to 

suppression or vaccination

Cases remain low for a 

prolonged period of time

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/19/world/coronavirus-flatten-the-curve-countries.html

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/19/world/coronavirus-flatten-the-curve-countries.html


ReadjustmentAwareness Panic Adaptation Reflection

Awareness: Coronavirus begins to creep into common culture but 

gaming events continue as scheduled



ReadjustmentAwareness Panic Adaptation Reflection

Panic: The threat begins to manifest itself and pressure is placed 

on events and players



ReadjustmentAwareness Panic Adaptation Reflection

Adaptation: Lockdown measures re-organise the gaming industry



ReadjustmentAwareness Panic Adaptation Reflection

Reflection: Gaming becomes a promoted lockdown activity



ReadjustmentAwareness Panic Adaptation Reflection

Readjustment: Gaming post-lockdown will see a shift in activities 

and an increase in prices



How did this impact video & mobile gaming 
behaviour?



We spoke to a nationally representative sample of 2,000 UK
adults and 196 children gamers from all over the UK

56%
men 

44%
women 

4%

11%

8%

8%

10%
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9%

15%
9% 12%

37%

37%

26%

18-34 35-54 55+

52% of the UK 

population are 

gamers

94% of them are 

current gamers

NB Gamers are defined as those 

who play mobile or video games 

on mobile phones, personal 

computers or consoles

A0: Which one of the following best applies to you when it comes to PC, mobile and video games? Please think about any games you might play on your personal computer, mobile phone, tablet or 

console. Base: all respondents (2,001)



The overall “gaming population” has increased by 
63% during lockdown

48%

27%

9%

13%

3%

Didn't play before and

still don't

Played before and still

play now

New gamer - only

started in lockdown

Lapsed gamer - started

again in lockdown

Gamer pre-lockdown

but have now stopped

How have gaming habits changed during lockdown?

Current gamers now represent 
49% of the UK adult population

Both the lapsed and new gamers tend to be more male 

than average (55% of new gamers, 57% of lapsed)

A0: Which one of the following best applies to you when it comes to PC, mobile and video games? Please think about any games you might play on your personal computer, mobile phone, tablet or 

console. Base: all respondents (2,001)



6.6

8.9

Adult gamers

Gamers are spending more time on it, average 
playtime per week rose by two hours in lockdown

A1: How many hours a week do you spend playing mobile or video games now compared to pre-lockdown?  Please think about any games you/they might play on your personal computer, mobile phone, tablet or 

console. Base: gamers (1,041)

Hours per week spent gaming 

pre-lockdown vs. now

35 % increase

7.3

5.7

9.4

8.2

Men Women

Hours per week spent gaming pre-

lockdown vs. now, by gender

29 % increase 44 % increase



Gamers’ spending has also increased by a third 
overall during lockdown

£11.30

£14.90

Adult gamers

Monthly amount spent on 

gaming pre-lockdown vs. now

£15.30

£6.20

£19.10

£9.60

Men Women

Monthly amount spent on gaming 

pre-lockdown vs. now, by gender

25% increase

55% increase

32% increase

A4. How much money a month do you spend on mobile or video games (physical and digital copies) and any associated content (e.g. in-app purchases, DLCs)  now compared to pre-lockdown? Please think about any 

games you might play on your personal computer, mobile phone, tablet or console. Base: gamers (1,041)



Over half of gamers agree that gaming is helping 
them get through lockdown

55%
51% 53%

12%
8%

18%

Gaming is helping me get through

lockdown

 Gaming is having a positive impact on

my mental health right now

Lockdown gave me more time to 

spend on gaming that I wouldn’t 

otherwise have had

Agree

Disagree

Gamers’ attitudes to lockdown gaming

A12. To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements? Base: gamers (1,041)



Who are the 'new lockdown gamers' and how 
can you retain them?



Covideogamers are more likely to be under 34, from 
London and have kids under 18

D1. What is your gender?  D2. What is your age?  D4. Where do you currently live?  D6. Do you have any children in the following age groups?

Base: All gamers (979), Covideogamers (437)

43%

57%

44%

56%

Female

Male

Gender

Among all gamers vs. 

Covideogamers

All gamers Covideogamers

12%

24%
20% 18%

11%
15%16%

30%

21%
18%

8% 7%

18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65+

Age

Among all gamers vs. Covideogamers

All gamers Covideogamers

Gamers from London

All gamers: 14%

Covideogamers: 19%

Have kids under 18

All gamers: 40%

Covideogamers: 48%

Have kids over 18

All gamers: 26%

Covideogamers: 17%



Covideogamers have found it easy to start gaming 
as they already own the necessary devices

52%

32%

43%
38%

13%

46%

28%

43%

19%

9%

Mobile phone Tablet PC Home console (Playstation,

Xbox)

Handheld console (Switch,

PSP Vita)

Which devices do you use? Among all gamers vs. Covideogamers

All gamers Covideogamers

A2: And which of the following devices do you use to play games on?

Base: All gamers (979), Covideogamers (437)



They see themselves as casual gamers – but, being 
new, they’ve had to spend more money over lockdown

17%

1%

2%

2%

11%

14%

8%

5%

41%

19%

1%

1%

5%

8%

9%

10%

18%

29%

Don’t think of myself as a gamer

Hardcore gamer

Observer

Avid gamer

Online gamer

Social gamer

Mobile gamer

Regular gamer

Casual gamer

Which of the following best describes what 

type of gamer you are?

Among all gamers vs. Covideogamers

All gamers Covideogamers

A7. Which of the following best describes what type of gamer you are? A1. How many hours a week do you spend playing mobile or video games? A4. How much money a month do you spend on 

mobile or video games (physical and digital copies) and any associated content (e.g. in-app purchases, DLCs)? 

Base: All gamers (979), Covideogamers (437)

Average time spent 

playing a week

All gamers: 9 hours

Covideogamers: 6.5 hours

Average amount of 

money spent on 

games and gaming 

content a month

All gamers: £15

Covideogamers: £17



Covideogamers have come into the gaming world 
through friends and family…

51%

18%

14%

21%

15%

3%

12%

3%

26%

17%

23%

32%

27%

8%

12%

2%

N/A – I only play 

on my own

With other

gamers online

With my friends

(in person)

With my friends

(online)

With my partner With my parents With my children With my work

colleagues

Who do you play with? Among all gamers vs. Covideogamers

All gamers Covideogamers

A8. Who do you tend to play games with?

Base: All gamers (979), Covideogamers (437)



…but ultimately, it’s all about keeping boredom at 
bay

Out of boredom

All gamers: 35%

Covideogamers: 37%

It keeps my mind active

All gamers: 47%

Covideogamers: 36%

I like the sense of 

achievement in games

All gamers: 30%

Covideogamers: 28%

Helps me get away from 

everyday worries

All gamers: 30%

Covideogamers: 27%

It’s my way of having 

some alone time

All gamers: 28%

Covideogamers: 26%

Top 3 emotions 

gamers feel:

1. Amusement

2. Happiness

3. Comfort

A9. Why do you like gaming? Please select as many reasons as apply.

Base: All gamers (979), Covideogamers (437)



Covideogamers prefer Arcade games to Shooters, 
and a third enjoy a Puzzle game like CCS

44% Puzzle (e.g. Angry 

Birds, Candy Crush Saga)

19% Sports (e.g. FIFA, 

NBA 2K)

19% Shooter (e.g. Call of 

Duty, Doom, Portal, Apex 

Legends, Fortnite)

21% Adventure (e.g. 

Tomb Raider, Uncharted)

25% Action (e.g. Grand 

Theft Auto, God of War, 

Batman)

33% Puzzle (e.g. Angry 

Birds, Candy Crush Saga)

18% Arcade (e.g. 

Pacman, Donkey Kong)

19% Sports (e.g. FIFA, 

NBA 2K)

19% Action (e.g. Grand 

Theft Auto, God of War, 

Batman)

20% Adventure (e.g. 

Tomb Raider, Uncharted)

All gamers Covideogamers

A6. Which of the following genres of games do you play the most? Base: All gamers (979), Covideogamers (437)



After lockdown, a significant proportion of new 
gamers expect to continue or play more

38 %

13 %

29 %

4 %

16 %

20 %

35 %

31 %

6 % 7 %

I’m going to keep playing 

as much as I do now after 

lockdown

I’m going to start playing 

more after lockdown

I’m going to start playing 

less after lockdown

I’m going to stop playing 

altogether after lockdown

Don’t know

Plans for after lockdown? Among all gamers vs. Covideogamers

All gamers Covideogamers

A11. Which of the following best describes what you intend to do after lockdown?

Base: All gamers (979), Covideogamers (437)



But both new and existing gamers would like to see 
some change in the industry

‘Prices - games are way too 
expensive and I don't tend 

to buy them because of this. 
In addition to being too 

expensive, there is the fear 
that I won't like the game 

after purchasing it and so it 
will just be a waste of 

money’

Male, 74, South East, existing 

gamer

‘Treat development staff more 
fair, e.g. not overworking them’

Male, 19, North West, existing gamer

‘Greater representation of 
and for women in gaming’

Female, 27, South East, new 

lockdown gamer

‘Make gaming more simple, 
remove customisation and 

millions of side missions. 
Make DLC free after 

purchasing the game’

Male, 28, South East, new 

lockdown gamer

‘More control over children 
(up to 18) playing violent 

games’

Male, 51, South East, existing 

gamer

A14. If you could change one thing about the gaming industry, what would it be?

Base: All gamers (979), Covideogamers (437)



93% of children in the UK play video games*
-

How do they differ from adult gamers and how can 
publishers and developers best cater to them?

*data from Children’s Commissioner



Young gamers aged 11-17 have increased their 
gaming time each week by almost 50%

Pre Lockdown During Lockdown

Gaming hours per week for young gamers (aged 11-17)

and adult gamers

Pre Lockdown During Lockdown

8 hrs  

42 mins

12 hrs 

54 mins

6 hrs  

36 mins

8 hrs  

54 mins

48%

increase

35%

increase

A1. How many hours a week do you spend playing mobile or video games now compared to pre-lockdown? Base: all gamers (1,041)

B2. How many hours a week does your child spend playing mobile or video games now compared to pre-lockdown? Base: parents of children aged 11-17 who game (223)



Young gamers tend to play with friends…

63 %

38 %

31 %
28 %

24 %

12 %

21 %
18 %

14 %
12 %

3 %

51 %

With my friends

(online)

With other gamers

online

With my friends (in

person)

With my children or

brothers/sisters

With my parents N/A – I only play on 

my own

Who do young gamers and adult gamers game with?

A0: Which one of the following best applies to you when it comes to PC, mobile and video games? Base: all gamers (1,041)

B6. Who do you usually play games with? Base: children aged 11-17 (196)



…while adult gamers tend to play on their own

63 %

38 %

31 %
28 %

24 %

12 %

21 %
18 %

14 %
12 %

3 %

51 %

With my friends

(online)

With other gamers

online

With my friends (in

person)

With my children or

brothers/sisters

With my parents N/A – I only play on 

my own

Who do young gamers and adult gamers game with?

A0: Which one of the following best applies to you when it comes to PC, mobile and video games? Base: all gamers (1,041)

B6. Who do you usually play games with? Base: children aged 11-17 (196)



Young gamers 
are demanding 
more than just 
games from the 
gaming industry.  
They want to 
engage more… 



Young gamers have more engagement with the 
industry than their older counterparts 

48 %

23 %

10 %

15 %

28 %

12 %

17 %
15 %

10 % 9 % 9 % 8 %

Watching gamers

stream their games

Researching various

games online

Watching e-sports

events

Engaging with fellow

gamers on forums

and community

websites

Following gamers on

social media

Reading gaming

magazines/websites

Young gamers’ and adult gamers’ engagement with the gaming 

industry

A10. What other gaming content do you like to engage with? Base: all gamers (1,041)

B9. What other gaming content do you like to engage with? Base: children aged 11-17 (196)



Key Themes

In lockdown, gamers are playing more and spending more 
with many saying that it’s having a positive impact on their 
mental health during this difficult time. Younger gamers 
especially have been kept going by the social element of 
gaming as a way of keeping in touch with friends.

A significant number of people are rediscovering gaming or 
taking it up for the first time. 

New gamers are disproportionately drawn in by the social 
elements, playing local or online multiplayer with their friends, 
partners and housemates.

Many who are new to gaming as a hobby are liking what 
they’ve found and plan to keep it up after normality 
returns. In order to keep them though, the industry needs to 
address their concerns such as on price, content and 
representation.

Younger gamers in particular engage with the industry much 
more than just by playing and keeping them engaged once 
life returns to normal will be crucial.



Thank you
For any queries contact:

research@opinium.com


